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Abstract: Previous analysis has shown that the use of narrative devices in the biomedical literature
has changed over time. The purpose of the present study was to measure the degree of narrativity
in corpora of scientific abstracts obtained from Pubmed through the use of a proprietary software
LIWC 2022, which, based on pre-set dictionaries, attributes scores for Staging, Plot Progression and
Cognitive Tension to texts. Each text is automatically divided into a number of segments, so that the
score change can be assessed throughout the different parts of a text, thus identifying its narrative arc.
We systematically applied the scoring system to a corpus of 680,000 abstracts from manuscripts of
any kind and genre published in the years 1989–2022 and indexed in MEDLINE, an independent
corpus of 680,000 abstracts of Primary studies published in the same years, and finally a corpus of
680,000 abstracts of Review papers that appeared in the 1989–2022 interval. We were able to create
plots of the pattern of how these three scores changed over time in each corpus and observed that the
prototypical pattern observed in narrative texts, e.g., novels, is not seen in abstracts of the scientific
literature, which, however, mostly possess a diverse but quite reproducible pattern. Overall, Reviews
better conform to a higher degree of narrativity than Primary studies.
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1. Introduction

Abstracts are among the best known and most relevant sections in a manuscript, as
they are sometimes the only part of a text, besides the title, that is read by prospective
readers [1]. Abstracts are a short summary of the content of scientific articles, and they are
currently mostly used to screen for articles of interest [2]. We have shown that abstracts
have slowly emerged over the last century replacing summaries, which were usually
located at the end of a manuscript [3]. The main purpose of a summary was to serve as
a mnemonic aid to readers, summing up the main conclusions and takeaway messages
from what they had just read in the main body of the text and had therefore often a purely
schematic nature, not seldom resorting to bullet points [4]. Abstracts, on the other hand,
anticipate the structure of a study and are meant to be read before the manuscript, thus
providing readers with clues as to whether the article is going to be useful for their needs.

It could be argued that, by providing some context to the study, abstracts allow
experienced readers to utilize the remaining part of the text more effectively [5], but
there has long been consensus that the main function of an abstract is to be found in
literature searches [6,7]. These two sections—abstracts and summaries—are therefore to
be interpreted within the specific context of the use of scientific literature in the historical
period when they were developed [4]. As scientific literature flourished into thousands
of journals, especially after the internet revolution, sorting the right piece of information
out of the background noise of hundreds of thousands of similar articles that constitute
the bibliome [8] has become an art of itself [9], which requires skills to skim through a vast
amount of literature and pinpoint useful articles [10]. Bibliographic tools that may assist
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readers in this Sisyphean task have therefore been progressively developed, and abstracts
are possibly a prime example of this. As bibliographic searching became more demanding
and complex over time, abstracts may also have evolved to better adapt to the changing
readers’ needs, and this may be possibly reflected by changes in the structure of abstracts,
with simpler, more standardized and analytical formats that may simplify the screening
process and information finding [11,12].

Narration plays an important role in scientific communication [13], and yet it has been
shown that biomedical articles have progressively moved away from a more narrative
style of reporting [14]. Although it is difficult to establish standardized properties of narra-
tivity, most scholars still regard the work of Gustav Freytag as substantially valid [15,16].
According to Freytag, characters in a story usually go through a pre-defined sequence of
five stages that trace a trajectory he famously named the ‘dramatic arc’ [16]. This includes
an initial exposition, where the author outlines the background of the story, thus laying
the foundations for the subsequent events that involve the characters and that, through
struggles and conflicts, reach a peak, a climax, followed by decline and a resolution stage.
Thus, most stories, as immensely diverse in content as they may be, would still share a
common pattern, a unifying, content-free paradigm of narrative structure.

Many literary and linguistic scholars have been looking for automated solutions to
identify such narrative stages within a text, and Pennebaker’s group has formulated a
model, rooted in their previous experience with specific psycholinguistic dictionaries and
recently published in Boyd et al. [17], which relies on three main parameters, devised to
broadly align with Freytag’s assumptions: Staging, Plot Progression and Cognitive Tension.
Staging refers to the use of a language that ‘sets the stage’ for the narration, through the
use of nouns, denoting the new entities of the story, and their relations one to the other.
Plot Progression refers to a language that is richer in words that denote actions and that
drive the story forward. Finally, Cognitive Tension refers to a language associated to some
sort of cognitive process or conflict, and the uncertainty for the main characters to reach
their goals. Interestingly though, Boyd et al. do not propose to measure Staging and
Plot Progression through the relative frequencies of content words (which, given the vast
diversity of possible texts would make any dictionary-based approach unpractical) but
on the much smaller portion of the lexicon represented by function words. These words,
also known as empty words, are grammatical words, such as prepositions or pronouns,
which are limited in number but account for up to 30–50% of the total wordcount in a
typical text [17]. Pennebaker’s assumption is that the initial stage of narration requires
articles and prepositions, because new entities enter the scene, and their relations must
be introduced. Once this has occurred, authors can move on and use these entities and
characters, referring to them through anaphoric pronouns and associating them to actions
and events, which often requires auxiliary verbs. The Staging score is therefore calculated
as the relative frequency of articles and prepositions in a text and the Plot Progression score
is the relative frequency of pronouns and auxiliary verbs. Cognitive Tension, on the other
hand, is computed as the relative frequency of words that are included in the cognitive
process dictionary that Pennebaker’s group created for their Linguistic Inquiry and Word
Count (LIWC) software, e.g., ‘think’, ‘believe’, etc. [18]. Using these scores, this group
then evaluated several corpora that included novels, screenplays, scientific articles from
The New York Times, transcripts from TED talks and even opinions of the Supreme Court
and concluded that a normative narrative arc structure could be identified, which mostly
agreed with Freytag’s ideas (Figure 1) [17].
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abstract itself and are thus an actual summary of the subsequent manuscript. To this effect, 
it should be noted that Day distinguished two types of abstracts, which correspond to the 
distinction we traced: the former, referred to as descriptive, are only a description of the 
content or the work conducted, and do not replace the text to which they are a preface, 
while the latter, called informative abstracts, summarize the whole study, including the 
results [19]. The narrative structure of an abstract is therefore not necessarily obvious. 

Pennebaker’s group made their model available as an analytical tool in their new 
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topic of the review is first introduced and the main molecular players, i.e., sphingolipids, 
are mentioned and their importance acknowledged: 

‘Sphingolipids are biologically active lipids that play important roles in various cellular 
processes and the sphingomyelin metabolites ceramide, sphingosine and sphingosine-1-
phosphate can act as signalling molecules in most cell types …’ 
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tinctly, as the authors move on to discuss the main critical points that remain elusive, in 
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‘…the question was raised which pharmacological properties of drugs targeting sphin-
golipid signalling will affect cardiovascular function in vivo. The answer to this question 
will most likely also indicate…’ 
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duce them to what is coming up next, i.e., the review itself, and the text gains in dy-
namicity, and thus it reaches its peak in Plot Progression score: 

Figure 1. Line plot representing the Staging, Plot Progression and Cognitive Tension scores for the
publication ‘Sphingolipid signaling in the cardiovascular system: good, bad or both?’, which closely
follows the prototypical narrative arc as described by Boyd et al. [17].

Clearly, abstracts are a very peculiar instance of micronarration. Abstracts allow
readers to screen the papers of interest and capture their attention, thus making it more
likely for them to read the whole study. There is not necessarily a ‘resolution’ stage in
abstracts because they may only act as a foreword to the manuscript itself. However,
abstracts can also differ in structure, especially those belonging to primary studies that
report the answer to a meaningful research question through experimental procedures.
Not unfrequently, these studies include a summary of their findings and conclusions in
the abstract itself and are thus an actual summary of the subsequent manuscript. To this
effect, it should be noted that Day distinguished two types of abstracts, which correspond
to the distinction we traced: the former, referred to as descriptive, are only a description of
the content or the work conducted, and do not replace the text to which they are a preface,
while the latter, called informative abstracts, summarize the whole study, including the
results [19]. The narrative structure of an abstract is therefore not necessarily obvious.

Pennebaker’s group made their model available as an analytical tool in their new LIWC
release, and Figure 1 shows the shape of normative narrative arcs, according to Boyd et al.’s
model, which we generated using LIWC on a review paper published in 2008 by Alewijnse AE
and Peters SLM in the European Journal of Pharmacology, entitled ‘Sphingolipid signalling
in the cardiovascular system: good, bad or both?’ [20] (Supplementary Materials S1). In
this abstract, Staging scores are higher in segment one, where the topic of the review is first
introduced and the main molecular players, i.e., sphingolipids, are mentioned and their
importance acknowledged:

‘Sphingolipids are biologically active lipids that play important roles in various cellular
processes and the sphingomyelin metabolites ceramide, sphingosine and sphingosine-1-
phosphate can act as signalling molecules in most cell types . . . ’

After setting the stage for the manuscript, the tone of the abstract changes quite
distinctly, as the authors move on to discuss the main critical points that remain elusive, in
segment three:

‘ . . . the question was raised which pharmacological properties of drugs targeting sphin-
golipid signalling will affect cardiovascular function in vivo. The answer to this question
will most likely also indicate . . . ’

This section scores highest in Cognitive Tension, as the problems and the issues at
stake are revealed. There are questions that are relevant and must be addressed and their
answers will bear consequences on the clinical management of patients suffering from
certain diseases. The intellectual horizons of the readers are being expanded here, and
their view is shifted from a ‘narrow’ molecular perspective to broader considerations in
clinics. There is ‘food for thought’, there are intellectual challenges and the dots are being
connected, hence, understandably so, the Cognitive Tension is high. And once the readers
are aware of the importance of the matter at hand, the abstract can wrap up in segment five,
and the authors reveal their plan of action to the now captivated readers and introduce
them to what is coming up next, i.e., the review itself, and the text gains in dynamicity, and
thus it reaches its peak in Plot Progression score:
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‘ . . . we will give a brief overview of the pathophysiological role of sphingolipids in cardio-
vascular disease. In addition, we will try to answer how drugs that target sphingolipid
signalling will potentially influence . . . ’

It is all about action now, there is a journey ahead—a rich review—and it is time to set
off along the path; there is movement, there are verbs indicating activity, e.g., giving an
overview, providing evidence and obtaining answers.

As it has been shown that article narrativity, at least in some scientific fields, correlates
with the success of its cultural journey, as assessed by the number of citations [21], a better
understanding of the characteristics of abstract narrative structures becomes of interest.
Furthermore, understanding whether the narrative structure has changed over time may
provide additional clues as to the interaction between the role of abstracts, their adaptation
to changing literature conditions and their internal structure.

We hypothesized that abstracts of biomedical nature may have peculiar narrative
arcs that differ from Boyd et al.’s proposed normative arcs and these may depend on the
genre of the article, which affects the use of narrative devices and that, more specifically,
Review articles may be characterized by a higher degree of narrativity as compared to
primary studies. The reason for this could be that Reviews are a genre of scientific article
that comprises several sub-types including ‘Narrative reviews’ and the authors’ task in a
Review is to illustrate, summarize and somehow narrate the findings of a selected corpus of
articles, creating a thread that was not necessarily apparent beforehand and, thus, a story.

Based on these hypotheses, we set off to investigate the narrative structure of biomedi-
cal abstracts in corpora from the scientific literature using LIWC, to assess how well this
tool may be used to investigate the biomedical literature, to characterize a prototypical
narrative structure for abstracts from primary studies and from review articles and to assess
whether narrative arcs changed over time, as previous analysis suggests.

2. Materials and Methods

For the present study, we decided to create three independent corpora of abstracts of
scientific manuscripts that were indexed in MEDLINE. To generate the corpora, we used
the python 3.9 litter-getter library [22], and we searched MEDLINE through the Pubmed
API using the following search terms:

#1 ‘year[dp]’;
#2 ‘year[dp] NOT Review[pt]’; (1,699,999)
#3 ‘year[dp] AND Review[pt]’; (1,839,200)

where the ‘year’ parameter was set to iterate from 1972 through 2022, to screen for the last
50 years. Search #1 aimed at creating a corpus of abstracts published from 1972 to 2022.
Search #2 had the objective of creating an independent corpus of abstracts that did not
belong to the ‘Review’ type and were published between 1972–2022, and search #3 aimed
at forming a corpus of ‘Review’ abstracts appearing in the 1972–2022 interval.

To obtain independent corpora, litter-getter was programmed to retrieve the Pubmed
indexes (PMID) for the articles that matched the search terms and then randomly sort
50,000 PMIDs out of the total number of retrieved PMIDs for each year. As we went
through the first search and we observed the distribution of the results, we noticed that
the #1 search retrieved fewer than 20,000 PMIDS for the publication years prior to 1975,
thus we decided to set the lower limit of our corpus to 1975 and we randomly sampled
20,000 articles per year. When we searched MEDLINE for Reviews, we then decided to set
the lower limit for all searches to 1989, as we retrieved fewer than 20,000 reviews per year
before that date for searches #2 and #3 and we again randomly sampled 20,000 articles per
year, to balance the corpus.

We eventually obtained 3 independent corpora as follows:
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#1 Abstracts published between 1989–2022 (n = 680,000), henceforth referred to as ‘All articles’
#2 Abstracts from Research articles (excluding Reviews), published between 1989–2022

(n = 680,000), henceforth referred to as ‘Primary studies’
#3 Abstracts from Review articles, published between 1989–2022 (n = 680,000), henceforth

referred to as ‘Reviews’

For each individual indexed article, litter-getter yielded an XML file, and we then
proceeded to create a Pandas Dataframe [23] using the BeautifulSoup library [24] to extract
data from the XML file and clean them up.

The extracted data for each article were ‘PMID’, ‘Title’, ‘Abstract’ and ‘Year’. We
lowercased the text of the abstracts and passed it into the proprietary text analysis software
‘Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count’—LIWC-22 [18]. LIWC relies on a series of pre-defined
dictionaries [25], which are used to compute scoring variables associated to specific thematic
areas, e.g., the Affective Processes—Positive emotions dictionary includes words such as
‘happy’, ‘pretty’ or ‘good’ and its corresponding score would be the relative frequency of
any of these words in the analyzed text. LIWC 2022 also includes the narrativity analysis
tools, which are based on Pennebaker’s previous published research on text corpora [17]
and which we briefly outlined in the Introduction. To perform the narrativity analysis, each
text is automatically split into 5 segments of equal length, as per Hyland [26]. Although the
number of segments can be defined by the user, Pennebaker’s group set the default value
to 5, to provide for enough resolution to detect the unfolding of the narration. Possibly, five
segments could also ideally replicate Freytag’s five stages of a dramatic arc. We therefore
used this tool to analyze the Staging, Progression and Cognitive properties of the texts
in each text block. The Narrativity overall score is calculated as the degree of similarity
between the narrative arcs of the examined texts and the standard arc defined by Boyd et al.

Matplotlib [27] and Seaborn [28] libraries were then used to plot the data. All the
analyses were conducted on Jupyter notebooks [29]. Two-way ANOVA analyses were
made to compare narrativity scores across segments and decades in different corpora.
Dunn post tests were conducted for multiple pairwise comparisons and differences were
considered significant when p < 0.05. Results of the statistical analysis are reported in
Supplementary Materials.

The three corpora we selected were created independently of one another through
three distinct searches followed by random sampling, and their degree of overlap is there-
fore quite small. There are 28,395 shared articles between corpus #1 ‘All articles’ and corpus
#2 ‘Primary studies’ (4.17%), and 27,656 shared articles between corpus #1 ‘All articles’ and
corpus #3 ‘Reviews’ (4.06%). There are—obviously—no common articles in both corpora
#2 and #3, as they were selected in a complementary way. Given the limits we set when
searching for the articles that are included in the Primary studies corpus, we expected to re-
trieve more than just research articles. A post hoc analysis on the corpus showed, however,
that articles that belonged to the research report type accounted for 611,450 items out of the
total 680,000, with 43,567 (7.1%) belonging to the comment, letter and editorial categories,
which do not fall within our area of interest, and the remaining 24,983 characterized as less
easily defined manuscript types, e.g., news, or historical articles.

3. Results

Figure 2 shows the average word count for the abstracts of the three corpora and
highlights a slight but progressive increase in length for all the abstracts, which averaged
around 150 words in 1989 for All articles and Primary studies and passed the 200-word
mark by 2022. Abstracts of Reviews appear, however, always shorter, although they tend
to increase in length over time, too.
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Figure 2. Bar chart representing the word count for the abstracts of the three corpora from 1989 to
2022, expressed as mean ± standard deviation.

The abstracts were divided into five standard segments, following Boyd’s recommen-
dations [17]. Figure 3 shows the Staging score for the three corpora over the five segments,
stratified by decade. Decades were chosen over individual years solely to make graphs
easier to interpret. Abstracts from all three corpora display a similar pattern, which broadly
remained the same over the years, as suggested by two-way ANOVA tests, with a higher
staging score in the first segment, followed by a decrease in the central segments and high
scores back in the last segment. Interestingly, though the ‘valley’, or lowest score, is in
the central segments for all the decades, it appears to have moved forward over time; in
All Articles and Primary studies corpora, the valley is in the second segment in articles
from the 1980s and the 1990s but has moved to the third segment by the last two decades,
while the main valley is always in segment three for reviews. Reviews display, however,
the highest variability in Staging score for segment five, with a progressive increase over
time. Overall, the behavior of the Staging variable differs considerably from the standard
assumption by Boyd et al., i.e., a progressive decrease in Staging score from segment one
through five. As an example, we compared two abstracts from the Review corpus: the
former is taken from the 1991 study ‘Locked-in syndrome: a team approach’ published in
the Journal of Neuroscience Nursing by N. Mauss-Clum et al. [30], which had a Staging
score = 0 in segment five. The latter was taken from the 2022 study ‘Sleep terrors-A parental
nightmare’ published in Pediatric Pulmonology by F. Gigliotti et al. [31], which scored
100 in Staging for segment five. The two abstracts and their segments differ quite distinctly.
The former text ends with the following sentence:

‘ . . . Our clinical team has worked intensively with several LIS patients and has found
that an interdisciplinary team approach is essential for providing creative patient care’.

The authors decided to end the abstract by describing their action (‘has worked’ . . . ‘has
found’) and, briefly, their findings, but they are not really predicating anything on a given
topic. As a consequence, the passage is quite rich in verbs, including auxiliary verbs, and,
unsurprisingly, this segment scored fairly high (about 66) in Plot Progression, while being
low in Staging and Cognitive Tension as well (about 25).
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from Primary studies; (C) abstracts from Reviews.

On the contrary, the study by Gigliotti et al. ends with general considerations on sleep
terrors, the topic of the study. The text is therefore rich in entities, their characteristics
and in establishing relations between them (and thus rich in prepositions), which again
understandably yields a high Staging score:

‘ . . . In spite of the fact that STs have long been considered benign disorders, which tend
to reduce spontaneously over the years, they may have unexpected consequences on the
child but also on the caregivers . . . ’.

Figure 4 summarizes the Plot Progression scores for all articles, primary studies and
reviews from the three corpora over the five segments of their abstracts. Plot Progression
curves have remained constant over time in review articles, as indicated by ANOVA
analysis, while it has significantly changed over time for the Primary studies and All
articles corpora. Overall, the score tends to significantly increase from segment one through
five, as expected, at least for articles up to the first decade of the year 2000, although recent
manuscripts, published since 2010, have higher initial scores in segment one (Figure 4A,B).
Reviews, however, maintained the same trend also in more recent manuscripts (Figure 4C).
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Figure 5 shows the Cognitive Tension scores for the articles from the three corpora. The
score pattern differs markedly in Primary studies and Reviews corpora, with a U shape in
Primary studies (and in All articles) and a progressive increase in Reviews. Again, reviews
have quite a marked consistency over time, as confirmed by two-way ANOVA, and the
same pattern is preserved in Primary studies regardless of their publication date. Primary
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studies in the 1980s and 1990s had a valley in segment two and then the score progressively
increased and reached a peak in segment five. More recent articles have a decrease in score
from segment one to segment two but the subsequent increase in Cognitive Tension occurs
later, in segments four and five.
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Figure 6 shows the average ‘Narrativity overall’ score for Primary studies, Reviews
and All articles. The Narrativity overall score reflects how well the text score matches
Boyd’s prototypical scores, from 0 to 100, where 100 means identity. Review manuscripts
consistently scored higher on the Narrativity index than Primary studies, whereas the
difference between Primary studies and All articles was only marginal, albeit statistically
significant. The two latter groups also displayed the tendency to a slow but progressive de-
crease in Narrativity over time, whereas the narrativity scores remained relatively constant
for Review articles (Figure 6).
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4. Discussion

The structure of abstracts’ discourse has been the subject of great attention by several
research groups, which have outlined the complexity and diversity of abstracts, across
languages, fields and over time [32–36].

Broadly speaking, it is quite apparent that abstracts in the STEM area present with a
peculiar narrative structure. All corpora have low Narrativity overall scores, i.e., they do not
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closely replicate the prototypical patterns reported in the literature (Figure 6). However, of
all text types, Reviews have significantly higher Narrativity scores, while Primary studies
not only score lower in Narrativity, but their scores have been progressively declining
over time, possibly because of the progressive adoption of standard formats for study
reporting and abstract structure that are farther away from the prototypical narrative
arcs that underlie LIWC models. Over the years, certain rhetorical templates have been
elaborated that help researchers present their results in a clear and reproducible way, such
as the Introduction-Materials-Results-Discussion model, which replicates the structure of a
scientific article, or the CARS model. Interestingly, the latter recommends researchers to
start off by establishing a research field, delineating a niche—which can be easily compared
to a text paragraph with a high score for Staging—and then move on to occupy such niche,
by outlining the action to be taken and the course of research, which can correspond to a
text segment with a high score for Plot Progression.

Of the three parameters that were analyzed, Plot Progression resembles Boyd et al.’s re-
sults most closely, i.e., Plot Progression scores progressively increase over the five segments
of abstracts (Figure 4). This may be an obvious consequence of the need of authors to first
provide readers with a few intellectual tools to then be able to appreciate the study or set of
experiments described in the paper and in the abstract itself. Once again, Reviews more
closely replicate the prototype, while Primary studies have progressively increased their
Plot Progression score in segment one over time. This may reflect the adoption of more
‘active’ incipits, which include the purpose of the work, and not just an initial description
of the status quo.

The Staging parameter possesses a characteristic U shape, instead of constantly de-
creasing, as predicted by Boyd et al. (Figure 3). This shape is caused by high scores in
segment five and can be explained by the presence of a conclusions passage at the end of
many abstracts, where new concepts are usually introduced that consider the results of the
work presented and may require an increase in the use of articles and prepositions.

It is difficult to interpret the forward shift in the Staging score valley from segment
two to segment three, which we observed in our corpora (Figure 3). It is possible that in
more recent years, the central part of the abstract has become more regularly occupied by
the material and methods/result sections, which might be richer in activity words rather
than descriptive sentences, although this shift is also observed with Reviews, though not as
apparent (Figure 3C).

Interestingly, the Staging score has progressively increased in segment five in Reviews,
while it tended to be lower in works published in the 1980s and 1990s. This may once
again be associated to a stronger accent on the conclusions section, where new ideas and
well-defined take-home messages are clearly stated [30,31].

The most striking difference we observed in our corpora from the paradigm, however,
lies in Cognitive Tension, which, instead of reaching a climax and then a decrease, tends to
increase toward the end of the abstract, either quite abruptly as in Primary studies or more
gradually as in Reviews (Figure 5). Unlike prototypical novels, where a central moment of
crisis is associated with a lexicon that reflects the ongoing struggle, which is then overcome
and resolved by the end of the text, in the case of abstracts, results are first presented and are
then analyzed and interpreted, and this requires a lexicon that reflects the cognitive efforts
of making sense of data and findings. So, unlike a novel, which is about resolving a crisis,
an informative abstract is mostly about laying out the pieces of a puzzle, which will then
be composed by the end of the text, by means of refined intellectual processes, as is the case
with the article ‘The sphingolipid anteome: implications for evolution of the sphingolipid
metabolic pathway’, appearing in 2022 on FEBS Letters, by T.C.B. Santos et al. [37]:

‘ . . . We also suggest that the current origin of life and evolutionary models lack appro-
priate experimental support to explain the appearance of this complex metabolic pathway
and its anteome’.

Alternatively, descriptive abstracts serve only as a springboard to introduce readers
into the challenges that lie ahead, without really anticipating the findings contained in the
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manuscript, especially when they are too complex and nuanced to be summarized in a few
words. It could be the case with the abstract from the 2022 manuscript ‘The function and
biosynthesis of callose in high plants’ published on Heliyon by B. Wang et al. [38], which
culminates and ends as follows:

‘ . . . This review therefore compares and analyzes the regulation of callose and cellulose
synthesis, and further emphasize [sic] the future research direction of callose synthesis’.

The ending of this abstract is clearly steeped in a language that, while being low on
Staging and high on Plot Progression, also heavily draws on cognitive efforts, to take data
apart and identify their true meaning, again scoring very high for Cognitive Tension.

Taken together, our results, obtained on three corpora that include more than 2,000,000 ab-
stracts, seem to suggest that, using the LIWC narrativity analysis tool, specific narrativity
paradigms can be traced for Life Science abstracts, in light of a peculiar narrative structure
that responds to the needs and the purpose of abstracts in a scientific publication.

5. Conclusions

Based on the analysis of more than 2,000,000 abstracts of biomedical publications
from three distinct corpora over the three parameters of Staging, Plot Progression and
Cognitive Tension, we propose a distinct pattern of narrativity for Life Science publications,
which differs from the normative arcs identified in the literature in other non-academic
corpora, and which do not seem to be applicable to abstracts of scientific articles in this
field. Furthermore, the type of publication affects the narrative arc, with different score
distributions in Primary studies and Reviews. More specifically, although Plot Progression
tends to increase constantly, Staging and Cognitive Tension display a peculiar U shape
in Primary studies, while the latter parameter increases constantly in Reviews. These
narrative arcs have evolved over time and are possibly still undergoing changes and the
differences from more standard arcs appear to be growing over time.

There are, however, differences among the papers that are included in our corpora
and future research will have to determine what has driven the narrative changes in the
scientific production, by investigating the textual elements that were involved in these
changes and whether distancing from the prevalent narrative arc affects the cultural impact
of the article, as assessed by citation counts.
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